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Abstract:	
The Moving Reference Point (MRP) technique (Pirayesh et al. 2013)
successfully demonstrated its viability as a pressure-time hydraulic fracture
mode interpretation tool in the Fracpack and Eagle Ford shale treatments.
Al-Husain et al. (2017) extended the application of the MRP by studying
a data set of five hydraulic fracture treatments from Cotton Valley and
Travis Peak sand formations in east Texas. By understanding the fracture
propagation behavior, they offered conclusions in terms of observations
and suggestions to improve future hydraulic fracture designs across
those formations in the east Texas area. This paper showed an empirical
method development, and compared its results with the MRP technique
analyses utilizing the same data set used by Al-Husain et al. Also, this work
recognized an area of improvement in terms of MRP result presentation.
	  An empirical method, based on derivative of net pressure (Pnet), was
developed as a pressure-time diagnostic tool. It inherited the assumptions
of the original power-law fracture propagation theory developed by Perkins
and Kern (1961) and refined by Nordgren (1972), except that the fracture
propagates continuously during pumping. Nolte and Smith (1981) accepted
the hypothesis of the continuous confined-fracture extension. However,
the Pnet Derivative agreed with the MRP method that the fracture may
experience alternating cycles of propagation, dilation, and height growth
during pumping. The MRP technique uses the treating pressure while,
similarly to the Nolte-Smith method, the Pnet Derivative application needed
the closure pressure (Pc), which is a disadvantage for the limited budget
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operators. The shortcoming of using a log-log type plot was eliminated and
instead a Cartesian chart was utilized mimicking the MRP method style
of result display. The present study shows that the results of the MRP and
the Pnet Derivative methods are practically comparable when a considerable
treating pressure change occurred.
	  Because of the innovative moving reference point process embedded
in the MRP’s workflow, the technique revealed its ability to handle
fluctuating pressure and to recognize fracture behavior change, even if the
treating pressure change is not significant, better than the Pnet Derivative
method. This study also identified the disadvantage of presenting highpoint moving average line (to smooth the fracture mode) as it pushes
forward the curve in time. The minimum point average line provides
more details, but keeps the general fracture mode is recommended to be
presented.
Keywords:	Moving reference point, MRP, pressure-time analysis, Pnet derivative

1

Introduction

The application of the MRP technique was extended by Alhussain et al. (2017)
to cover treatments from the Cotton Valley and Travis Peak sand formations in
east Texas. The work included five cases; observations and recommendations
were made to relate fracture behavior to formation geology and to improve future
hydraulic fracture designs, hence, in a big scale optimize field development. The
MRP and Nolte-Smith methods are based on the original theory of Perkins and
Kern (1961) and Nordgren (1972), which later became known as PKN model for
the power-law fracture propagation. In the present study, the development of the
Pnet Derivative as an empirical method will be discussed; the result will be compared against the MRP outcome. The three techniques are proposed as fracture
pressure interpretation tools and limited to vertical plain fractures.
The PKN fracture model (Figure 1) assumes limited fracture height growth,
homogenous elastic fractured zone, strong interfacial shear between layers (no
slippage effect), consistent injection rate, two symmetrical wings created via
power-law fluid, and continuous fracture propagation during pumping. For
Newtonian fluids, the model concluded that the Pnet increases proportionally to
time raised to an exponent, which is in agreement with most field observations, as
shown in Equation 1:

Pnet α te,

where 1/8 ≤ e ≤ 1/5

(1)

The (e) value depends on the fracturing fluid properties. The (e) boundary was
generalized by Nolte (1979) to cover the power-law fluids (such as fracturing fluid)
in Equation 2 as follows:
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Figure 1 PKN fracture geometry sketch.
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Figure 2 Nolte-Smith modes illustration chart.
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(2)

Where (n) is a power-law exponent and generally between 0.5 and 1. The (n) value
of one is for Newtonian fluids.
The PKN model assumptions are adopted by Nolte and Smith (1981). Their
fracture behavior interpretation uses Pnet-time log-log plot (Figure 2) where the (e)
value in Equation 1 is the slope. They propose that if the slope is between 0.13 and
0.25, a confined-fracture normally propagates. When the slope is zero because of
high leakoff rate, the fracture geometry is not changing because opening fissures/
fractures or controlled fracture height growth regulates the fracturing pressure.
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When the slopes are negative or 1, the physical description indicates that there
is a rapid height growth or the fracture is behaving as a fluid storage (dilation),
respectively.
The relationship between the fluid flow (Equation 3) and continuity (Equation 4)
are the basis of the Nolte-Smith rational explanation of the fracture mode
understanding:
1

 Kqn L  2n + n
Pnet a  n i2n +1 
h C




(3)

qi = ql + dVf/dt
 ∆L ∆Pnet ∆C ∆h 
qi = ql + LPnet Ch 
+
+
+
 ∆t
Pnet
C
h 
 L

(4)

Where K = power-law fluid coefficient, L = fracture length, h = fracture height, C =
fracture compliance = b/Pnet, and b is the average fracture width, ql = sum of the
fluid loss rate, dVf/dt = fracture volume change with time, t = time, qi = injection
rate in Equation (3) and total injected volume in Equation (4).
A reference point (Pi, ti) is included by Pirayesh et al. (2013) and formed the
basic power-law equation (Equation 5) of the MRP technique. Unlike the stationary Nolte-Smith reference point (time = 0) that refers to when the treatment started,
the MRP workflow allows the reference point to move and make identification of
changes of pressure mode easy, even if the change is not significant or occurs over
a short period of time. The treatment pressure-time records are used instead of
Pnet that need a previous knowledge of Pc, which is a drawback for limited budget
operators. Using bottomhole pressure (BHP) is recommended to eliminate pipe
friction effects.

P – Pi = C (t – ti)e

(5)

The MRP method proposes that the fracture goes through cycles of normal
fracture propagation, dilation, and height growth; unlike the continuous fracture
extension assumption by Nolte-Smith. Using a Cartesian type plot by the MRP
gives a privilege for on the fly decision making (fast recognition of the mode
change) in the field, while Nolte-Smith uses a log-log plot resulting in data compression with time. Equation 6 is a result of logical mathematical steps to calculate the (e) value. Equation 6 as used by the Pirayesh et al. (2013) may have some
resolution issues that will be discussed in a later section. Similar to Nolte-Smith
interpretation, if the (e) value is approximately 0.25, a confined-fracture normally
propagates. When the (e) value is approximately zero, high leakoff occurs because
of opening fissures/fractures or controlled fracture height growth. When the (e)
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values are negative or approximately 1, the fracture is in rapid height growth
mode or behaving as a fluid storage (dilation), respectively.

e=

d P dt
( P − Pi ) (t − ti )

(6)

2 Net Pressure (Pnet) Derivative Method Development
The Pnet Derivative method (empirical method) was developed during this study.
The log of Pnet is calculated and then its derivative is taken with respect to time
(Equation 7). After that, the 200 point moving average line of the dPnet/dt is plotted
against time in Cartesian chart (for the sake of comparison with (e)-time curve).
The dPnet/dt line was added as a secondary y-axis to the (e)-time plot. The dPnet/dt
scale boundary is fixed from –0.05 to 0.05.

d(Log Pnet)/dt = ct

(7)

Where c is a constant.
The disadvantage of using Pnet, as it requires Pc, is still standing. However,
the drawback of the log-log scale was eliminated. The Pnet Derivative proposed
that if the dPnet/dt is approximately 0.0125, the interpretation is normal fracture
extension. The dPnet/dt value of around 0.05 is an indication of sanding out or dilation. In case of the dPnet/dt value decreasing below zero, the physical description is
uncontrolled height growth. When the dPnet/dt value is approximately zero, fluid
loss occurs due to opening fissure or controlled fracture height growth.

3 MRP and Pnet Derivative Techniques Comparison
This work involves a data set from the Cotton Valley (four treatments) and Travis
Peak (one treatment) formations study by Alhussain et al. (2017) who offer recommendations to enhance future hydraulic fracture designs and show the formation
complexity using the MRP technique. These treatments were conducted in vertical wells located in east Texas, USA. Jennings and Sprawls (1977) share a widely
accepted lateral depositional trend and areas of interest general map of the Cotton
Valley. Holditch et al. (1987) explain the Travis Peak sand formation as a complex
spreading system and refer to a stratigraphic cross-section deposition by Saucier
et al. (1985) that covers the area from east Texas to north Louisiana. Because of the
lateral and vertical complexity of both formations, Alhussain et al. (2017) results
are not unique to them.
An adequate match between the MRP and Pnet Derivative methods is achieved
when the dPnet/dt scale boundary is fixed from –0.05 to 0.05, particularly in cases
where significant pressure change occurs. Obviously, the MRP reveals its capability to handle pressure fluctuation in addition to fracture mode change detection when pressure change is not considerable, more efficiently than the Pnet
derivative.
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The result of the MRP analysis is discussed in detail by Alhussain et al. (2017).
Here, the result will be briefly cited. Before showing the comparison with the Pnet
derivative, geological background related to each particular reservoir will be summarized. The formation depth of approximately 9,150 ft is assumed for all cases.

3.1

Cotton Valley Sand Fracturing Treatments

Liu et al. (2011) reported that:
“The Cotton Valley Sandstone in East Texas (…) consists of tightly cemented, very
fine- to fine-grained sandstone interbedded with mudstone, siltstone, and carbonate. Stacked shoreface /barrier bar deposits, tidal channel, tidal delta, and inner
shelf and back-barrier deposits comprise the reservoir sandstones (Wescott. 1984).”
According to Brown et al. (1980), producing zones of the Cotton Valley formation are classified as “tight” with porosity and permeability ranges of 8 to 12% and
0.005 to 0.05 md, respectively. For an economic gas production, commingling as
many layers as possible is highly recommended.
3.1.1 Case 1 Treatment Analysis
The provided data, dated July 1999, included calculated BHP, surface (SRF) proppant concentration, and slurry rate (Figure 3). The Pc of 5,995 psi is estimated. The
(e) and dPnet/dt values were calculated and similarly to how Pirayesh et al. (2013)
smooth the data, default strandlines of 200 period-point moving average of the
calculated (e) and dPnet/dt values are presented in Figure 4. The green and red
regions indicate normal fracture propagation and dilation, respectively. Negative
(e) values signify rapid height growth while zero indicates severe fluid loss.
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Figure 3 Case 1 treatment chart in the Cotton Valley formation.
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Figure 4 MRP and Pnet Derivative method curves of Case 1 treatment in the Cotton Valley
formation.

Both techniques are in agreement in terms of fracture behavior interpretation
(Figure 4), which includes fracture height growth at the beginning of the treatment, extended fracture propagation for approximately 15 min, and then extensive fluid loss because of the carbonate dominant system that ended with sanding
out. Reducing pumping rate and proppant concentration in addition to adjusting
the fracture fluid design in order to control the experienced high leakoff are recommended to enhance future fracture treatments.
The Pnet Derivative curve is added to the (e)-time plot for the sake of comparison.
The result is encouraging as the derivative line follows the (e)-time line p
 ractically.
Generally, the performance of the Pnet Derivative method is comparable to the
MRP when considerable pressure change occurs as will be seen in some of the
discussed cases. The dPnet/dt line reaches the red region 5 min earlier than the
operator reaction of stop proppant pumping. However, the (e)-time curve detects
the sanding out symptoms and approaches the red area at the time (172 min) that
the dPnet/dt line just takes off from the green region. Obviously, the MRP method
has an advantage of identifying sanding out more than 10 min earlier than other
techniques permitted.
3.1.2 Case 2 Treatment Analysis
The provided data, dated January 1995, included calculated BHP, SRF proppant
concentration, and slurry rate (Figure 5). The Pc of 5,720 psi is estimated. The (e)
and dPnet/dt values were calculated and then the default strandlines were plotted
against the corresponding time (Figure 6). Both methods suggest that the fracture propagates normally in a confined fracture-height mode and a larger fracture
half-length, which is usually recommended in low permeability formation, could
be achieved by extending the treatment for a longer time. A conclusion could be
made that the Case 1 area of the Cotton Valley formation is more complex than
that of Case 2. An adequate behavior match between the Pnet Derivative method
DOI: 10.7569/JSEE.2016.629518
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Figure 5 Case 2 treatment chart in the Cotton Valley formation.
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Figure 6 MRP and Pnet Derivative method curves of Case 2 treatment in the Cotton Valley
formation.

and the (e)-time curve during the first half of the analysis is demonstrated. For the
second half of the analysis, the curves are separated clearly, but both of them gave
the same interpretation of continuous confined fracture propagation. The main
difference is that the MRP suggests a slower fracture extension rate (but wider
fracture) than that of Pnet Derivative.
3.1.3 Case 3 Treatment Analysis
The provided data, dated May 1994, included the calculated BHP, SRF proppant
concentration, and slurry rate (Figure 7). The Pc of 5,680 psi is estimated. Although
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Figure 7 Case 3 treatment chart in the Cotton Valley formation.

Figure 8 MRP and Pnet Derivative method curves of Case 3 treatment in the Cotton Valley
formation.

the pressure fluctuated during the entire treatment because of entry issues related
to perforations and wellbore tortuosity, the (e) and dPnet/dt values were calculated and then the default strandlines were plotted against the corresponding
time (Figure 8). A precise interpretation is difficult to obtain, but if the general
increasing trend of the treating pressure is considered and if the sudden pressure
drops are ignored, the fracture progresses through cycles of normal confined-
propagation and high leakoff.
The Pnet Derivative follows the (e)-time curve most of the time, except the duration between 150 to 222 min because the pressure change is small. The (e)-time
curve illustrates two cycles of normal fracture extension separated by a period
of limited fracture height growth, while the Pnet Derivative method suggests a
DOI: 10.7569/JSEE.2016.629518
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dominant fluid loss mode through most of this time range. Because the MRP technique’s workflow includes a moving reference point process, it becomes capable
of handling fluctuating pressure during the treatment and detects fracture behavior change even when the pressure change is minimal. The (e)-time curve appears
stable compared to the erratic dPnet/dt line at the beginning of the treatment.
Figure 8 proposes that a larger fracture half-length could be achieved by extending the treatment for a longer time. A conclusion could be made that Case 1 area of
the Cotton Valley formation is more complex than that of Case 3.
3.1.4

Case 4 Treatment Analysis

A minifrac was conducted before the main treatment of Case 3, and demonstrated
here as Case 4. Figure 9 shows the treatment chart. As per the operator, the treatment started with crosslinked gel then changed to Linear gel, which justifies the
pressure drop at 101 min. The severe pipe friction loss is confirmed by the pressure
decrease of approximately 1,900 psi after shutting in the well, which describes that
the installed tubing is not designed for fracturing purposes. One of the PKN model’s main assumptions, which is consistent injection fluid properties, is violated.
The (e) and dPnet/dt values were calculated and then the default strandlines were
presented (Figure 10). The MRP method suggests that crosslinked gel is practical to create fracture while linear gel experiences severe fluid loss indicating low
fracturing fluid efficiency. However, while pumping the linear gel, the fracturing
pressure decreases below the formation breakdown pressure, and therefore, the
pumping pressure should be increased in order to confirm the linear gel efficiency.
Despite the formation breakdown signature occurring followed by fracture propagation pressure, the Pnet Derivative does not suggest fracture propagation, but
high leakoff mode instead.
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Figure 9 Case 4 treatment chart in the Cotton Valley formation.
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Figure 10 MRP and Pnet Derivative method curves of Case 4 treatment in the Cotton Valley
formation.

3.2

Travis Peak Sand Fracturing Treatments

The value of hydraulically fracturing the Travis Peak formation in east Texas and
North Louisiana was studied by Holditch et al. (1987) via many field cases. The
gross thickness varies between 1,500 to 2,000 ft including lenticular and laminated
sandstone sheets. The majority of the sand layers have low permeability. The formation layers are classified into four types as follows:
1. Type I: fine laminated layers of siltstone and mudstone, fairly laterally continuous, and generally low reservoir quality.
2. Type IA: generally, a Type I sand interbedded with shaly sections, limited
and laterally distributed, but has highest permeability compared to the rest
of the layers.
3. Type II: thin sand layer (only 2–5 ft) with very high permeability, bounded
by shale layers from top and bottom, and laterally continuous.
4. Type III: a mix of the layers above, generally consists of crossbedding,
burrowing and stringers of siltstone and mudstone, and has low reservoir
quality.
3.2.1

Case 5 Treatment Analysis

The provided data, dated October 1997, included the calculated BHP, bottomhole
(BH) proppant concentration, and slurry rate (Figure 11). The Pc of 5,720 psi is
estimated. The (e) and dPnet/dt values were calculated and then the default strandlines were plotted against the corresponding time (Figure 12). Generally, the
Pnet Derivative method follows the MRP performance since considerable pressure change occurred. Both methods detect high-permeability streaks (within
Type IA and II layers), which may jeopardize the fracture treatment, as the zero
(e) values were observed after each dilation and height growth or natural fracture
DOI: 10.7569/JSEE.2016.629518
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Figure 11 Case 5 treatment chart in the Travis Peak formation.
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Figure 12 MRP and Pnet Derivative method curves of Case 5 treatment in the Travis Peak
formation.

intersection. Because of shale present (Type IA) within the Travis Peak formation,
the behavior of both techniques is similar to what was reported by Soliman et al.
(2014) in the Eagle Ford shale fracture treatment (Stage 9). The physical interpretation is that the fracture intersects a major natural fracture system as the (e) values
decrease below zero, and then the fracture dilates as the (e) values approach 1
because of high fluid efficiency and shale ductility. After that, what could be interpreted by intersecting with minor fracture systems that was observed because of
long time leakoff mode, may not be accurate because the proppant schedule was
interrupted followed by sanding out as the BHP increased dramatically. A longer
fracture half-length could be achieved by extending the fracture treatment for a
longer time if the proppant schedule was executed properly.
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4

Smoothing Fracture Mode Investigation

This section investigated the benefit of presenting a strandline of less than 200
period-point moving average that Pirayesh et al. (2013) used as default strandline. The MRP technique results are used because this method provides a
smooth, consistent, and meaningful fracture mode description in all cases. The
main advantages of showing a smooth curve with a less than 200 point moving average are to offer more details and allow detecting the following fracture mode faster as averaging more points moves the curve forward with time.
Figure 13 to 17 demonstrate the comparison between 200 and less period-point
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moving average lines of Case 1 to 5 (e)-time values, respectively. The main findings are as follows:
• Figure 13, using a 50 point moving average line in Case 1, offers more
details than the default strandline. The following fracture mode (critically
sanding out) appeared by the 50 point moving average line earlier.
• Figure 14, the default strandline in Case 2 describes the fracture behavior
generally as continuous fracture propagation during more than 2.5 hours
of pumping, which contradicts the MRP proposal of alternating fracture
modes of dilation, normal propagation, and leakoff. While the 50 point
moving average line displays the MRP feature and shows changing fracture behavior during the treatment.
• Figure 15, using 50 point moving average line in Case 3 provides more
details than the default strandline. Facture dilation and height growth
modes appear in the higher resolution curve as suggested by the MRP.
• Figure 16, the default strandline in Case 4 gives an indication of continuous
fracture propagation when crosslink gel used while the 75 point moving
average line shows that the fracture experienced height growth after formation breakdown followed by normal fracture propagation. Subsequently,
leakoff mode occurred followed by another cycle of fracture propagation
before changing the fracturing fluid to linear gel at 101 min.
• Figure 17, using 60 point moving average line in Case 5 presents more
details than the default strandline. The coming fracture mode (critically
severe leakoff and sanding out) could be shown by the 60 point moving
average line earlier.

5

Conclusion

The MRP technique demonstrates consistent performance in presenting fracture
behavior of five treatments from the Cotton Valley and Travis Peak formations
in east Texas compared to the Pnet Derivative. Both techniques use Cartesian plot
and have same result presentation style. However, the Pnet Derivative required a
previous knowledge of Pc. Similarly to Nolte-Smith, the Pnet Derivative reference
point (ti) is stationary and equal to zero, while the MRP reference point is moving.
This provides the MRP technique a privilege to better control fluctuated pressure
and to easily detect the fracture mode change even if the treating pressure change
is not considerable. The Pnet Derivative has a comparable result to the MRP when
the pressure change is significant.
A different period-point moving average that displays the (e)-time curve, rather
than the default of 200 that was used by MRP, must be examined. Using large
point-moving average line moves the curve ahead in time. Averaging fewer points
is more beneficial in terms of offering more details, demonstrating the MRP features properly, and allowing faster on the fly decisions during ongoing treatments.
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The minimum point averaging line that will provide more details, but keep the
general fracture mode, is advised to be presented.

Nomenclature
b
C
c
e
h
K
L
n
Pnet
Pc
P
Pi
qi
ql
SRF
t
ti
Vf

Average fracture width, in
Power-law fracture propagation constant, dimensionless in Equation 5
Constant, (time unit)–2 in Equation. 7
Time exponent
Fracture height, ft
Power-law coefficient related to fluid viscosity
Fracture length, ft
Flow behavior index
Net pressure, psi
Closure pressure, psi
Surface or bottomhole pressure, psi
Pressure of begin a new period, psi
Injection rate, ft3/min
Leak-off rate, ft3/min
Surface
Time, minutes
Time of begin a new period, min
Fracture volume, ft3
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